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V.3U''-g; ^ujrvty ~ Crone Hades*. Station - Cutler I aine - Bane Station
E B^L - Setting 100^ Field Strength.

Wlojrk - See aeBesBinent files and earlier Heporte* Property contains
a gold ehowinf, in R juarah which contains two filled fractures which 
contain native gold, pyrite and chalcopyrite. This historical showing 
ie known ae the Chcif cltiw after the position of the deceased indian 
cheiftain who held the oleine in the early daye when the discovery 
of native ^old was f ir o t made. Two pits about seven and four feet deep 
respectively were made on the veins. One shallow diamond drill hole 
of less than twenty five feet was abandoned. Cubic pyrite in the core 
and in the wall rook rune coneistantly l OB. per ton in Ag. Best sample 
of Au. to date from the fractures taken by the authour ie .072 oE./ton. 
Claims were staked out ras inly for the geochemical anomalies discovered 
by OD! Bitrveye both for stream sediments and Rock Geochen both of which 
are contained by the property boundaries,

In 1777 fen ilectomaniotic survey was completed on the property 
over two claims which contain the original showing ii ' B
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Although inconclusive it would appear that an anomaly trending three hundred 
feet South of the Baseline waa oonduetive overburden*

A Self Potential survey carried out in 1978 did not reapond to 
the stronger IP anomalieii to the South of the aforementioned olaim* 
but react od to a OP anomalous tone which was found to be in a awamp 
near the baseline and 100 feet south of the h l* tori cal showing, since 
the SP lo Insensitive to boggy ground particularly in the negative 
eenie it was concluded that the 1977 KK o? feature was a weakly massive/ 
strongly disseminated conductor which was under relatively shallow 
but wet overburden probably in the neighbourhood of leas than 12 feet* 
A few other anonaloua r,onee were noted by the SP results,

Both a Kiagnetle and vi,F nurvey were carried out in the summer of 1979 
but a few readings were nissed on the magnetic survey and it will 
be presented at a later time since it cannot be comfoeted by the already 
oxpirofl deadline for thin interim report*

In floneral the VLF results were very favourable* The raw field 
readings are presented but by utilising the Prater method of filtering 
the readlna at outlined in T el ford s "Applied Geophysics" one can aee 
that a defitlte anomaly traverses roughly parallel to the baseline 
frost 18; to 1/6P. with probable extensions. With SP correlations 
and the etrean aedlnent geophysical anomalies it would appear that 
these crossovers are related to sulphides*
Strangely the vi.F did not take great no t i wo of the Kfc aonea to the 
South of the Baseline except between lines 2W and 00* 
A weak tone correlates with the Sp anomaly on 2 E at JN, This may 
or may not explain the Government Geo eh ea i cal anoaaly found near here*

The newest geophysical, find and perhaps the nest important in the 
future is a eon  extending across the Northern section of claim ^505120 
and which boundaries with the contact between the ayenite pluton and 
the volcanic rocks to the* north* It ia clearly traceable by dip angle 
and field strength acres* the entire width of the olaim although 
weakening at the Kestern boundary*

A large test pit was dug by hand to attempt to find the distance to 
bedrock before recommending what equipment to use to evaluate the 
tone which does not iaake a atrong SP feature* Attempts were abandoned 
at the reach a baekhoe could reach (15 feet). lor* geophysics will 
be required along with geochemical correlation*



RBOOHKat|I)ATlONS A ND CONCLUSIONS

Clearly the eone r.ear the historical showing because of it* association 

with the noble rcotalo 10 ready for diamond drilling. Stripping la 

impossible since the ewanip although dry cannot be sufficiently drained 

to allow it* A hole ehouls be collared between LOO and 2E and drilled 

North 1+75S. The tone in probably a filled fracture although it 

may be a fault. Until thci magnetic survey la compiled and an actual 

displacement found no such definite sonoluslons nay be Made*

The remaining anomalies and the rest of the claim group should be te 

tested with a long cable on a Kax*5in II or similar instrument which 

is eapable of overuling and filtering out topographical and geological 

noise*
The new tone to the north should undergo suoh m detailed survey 

prior to recommending diamond drilling although the very location 

makes a terating target*
Without the SP and Horizontal Loop substantiation the Radem 

is noted for responding to contacts, waterfilled shears* conductive 

overburden and even where outcrop meets overburden* However in this 

case the substantial rise in field strength gives rise to the suspicion 

that it is responding to the contact and that sulphides are present. 

A geochemical analysis of the entire property is warranted and should 

be carried out as soon as possible sinoe this was the means of the 

initial "discovery**

Certified

Cheif Prospector
Sylva Explorations Limited
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